Introduction.
The object of this note is to present a short and simple proof of the following two theorems.
Theorem
1. Suppose that C is a closed rectifiable Jordan curve in the complex l-plane and that C has a continuously turning tangent in a neighborhood of one of its points, Xo-Suppose, furthermore, that the tangent angle t(s) as function of the arc length s has a modulus of continuity (¡)(t) at the point s0 which corresponds to f0, i.e., Theorem 2. // t(s) is continuous along the entire curve C and has a modulus of continuity co(¿) along C, where co(t) satisfies (1), thenf'(z) if defined by (2) on \z\ =1, is continuous in the closed disk \z\ £»1. Furthermore, if m denotes an upper bound for \f'(eie)\ then arg/'(ei9) and log \f'(eie) \ have the moduli of continuity (3) coo ( Theorem 2 contains as a special case a result due to O. D. Kellogg [2] (to(2) =Kta). Both theorems (except for the statements (3) and (3')) were obtained by the author in [7, p. 443] as special cases of a more general result whose proof was rather lengthy and complicated. Inasmuch as both of these theorems have found applications, a simple direct proof may be of some interest.2 1. Lemmas. We present first two lemmas. Lemma 1. Suppose that C is a closed rectifiable Jordan curve which possesses the following property at one of its points f0: there exists a subarc 7, which contains f0 as an interior point, and a constant c>\ such that for any two points fi and f2 of y and the corresponding arc As of y between them, (4) A» S c I f 1 ~ f « I . 
I sie) -j(flo) I £K\0-0o\:
Corollary.
If there exists a constant c>i such that (4) holds uniformly for all f 1 and f2 on C, where As is the length of the ishorter) arc of C between fi and f2, then (5) and (6) hold uniformly for all Zo = eUo on the unit circle.
Proof. Let k" denote the arc of the circle |z -zo| =p<l which lies in I zI ^ 1. We take p^a where a is so small that the image of the arc {z\ \z\ -1, |z -Zo| Ú a) is a subarc of 7. Let A" = {z\ |z -zo| <p, \z\ <1}, 0<p^a.
We have '' = (/ ' //(Z° + Pe,>) ' pd*) -I '/,(3) l,pd*"Tp (z = Zo + **)' and therefore, for 0<r=a, f -dp = ir f f \f'(z) \2pdd>dp = irA(r) «^ 0 P J 0 J kp where A(r) denotes the area of/(Ar). Because of (4) the length of boundary arc of /(Ar) which is a part of C does not exceed clr and therefore we have by the isoperimetric inequality
Hence,
Since for almost all r, 0<r = a, rF'(r) =¿f we have
and hence, for 0<r^a
where A is the area of 0. Now there exists for every r -aanri with r/2=ri=r such that £ log 2 = F(r) = Bor" or In á Br". This proves (5) . The inequality (6) follows from (5) by use of (4).
In order to verify the corollary we only need to note that we can choose the constant a such that, uniformly for all z0 on |zo| = 1, the image of the arc {z\ \z -z0| ¿a, \z\ =l} by means of/(z) is shorter than one half of the length of C. Then the estimates (5) and (6) Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the tangent to C at f o is the real and that the interior normal is the positive imaginary axis. By a theorem of Lindelöf [3] This inequality implies that any ray arg T = ^ intersects yp in at most one point. Hence, yp may be represented in polar coordinates in the form r = ri¡p), where r'ty) is continuous and 3 The conclusion of this lemma holds under a much weaker assumption on C than that of the continuity of the tangent at fo (e.g. if C has a tangent at fo and is "regular unbewallt" as defined in [7, p. 357 ] ; see J. Wolff [9] ). The above formulation may also be obtained from a result of Ostrowski [5, p. 118 ], but for the sake of completeness we give an independent proof. * Since g'(z) j¿0 in y>0, arg/'(z) is single-valued once it is normalized at one point.
r'tt) rfr)
By the mean value theorem we have, therefore, for any \pi and \pz in the interval in which r(\p) is defined, | log r(i^2) -log r (i/'i) | = | ^2 -^11 tan 5(p) ¿ 2ir tan 5(p), since \ip2-^iI -2tt. This inequality implies the conclusion (7).
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Since C has a continuous tangent in a neighborhood of fo, it follows from Lindelöf's theorem [3] that arg f'(z) assumes continuous boundary values on an arc ß oí \z\ =1 which contains 2o as interior point. We normalize arg/'(z) by requiring that arg/'(0) =0. The rectifiability of C insures that arg/'(2) has boundary values, which we denote by arg/'(ei9), almost everywhere on \z\ = 1. Without loss of generality we may make the further assumption that arg/'(z) may be represented by the Poisson integral in \z\ <1 with the boundary function arg f'(eie). Otherwise, we construct a closed Jordan curve T with continuous tangent, which has a subarc ß' of ß, containing z0 as interior point, in common with \z\ =1 and is otherwise contained in \z\ <1. We may also assume that 2 = 0 is in the interior of T. To prove the absolute convergence of (9) Walsh and Margaret Elliott [6] .
